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Many children and their custodial parents receive child support payments from non-custodial parents to help cover child-rearing costs. Child support can be a significant source of family income for families struggling to make ends meet. That is especially true for families receiving cash payments from the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program, who receive benefits that still leave them at or below 60 percent of the federal poverty level in every state.

However, child support payments often do not reach families participating in TANF. And even after they leave TANF, states still keep some of their child support payments. State child support policies typically prioritize reimbursing the state and federal government for TANF cash payments provided to families during times of need, rather than directing payments to the children for whom they are intended. States have policy options to direct more child support payments to families who receive or used to receive TANF assistance, but only half of states have chosen to exercise any of those options.

Families, not states, should receive the child support payments made by non-custodial parents for their children. The goal is to pay all child support to families who receive or previously received TANF — including both monthly support and past-due support. Federal law gives states the flexibility to achieve this goal by combining policy options that direct more child support payments to families and decrease payments kept by the state. States have two key decisions to consider regarding how they direct, or do not direct, child support to families. The first is whether to enact “pass-through” policies that ensure child support payments are directed to families. The second decision is whether to adopt family-first distribution of child support collected through the federal tax system, a state option known as “DRA distribution” under the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (DRA).

In this paper, we explain these terms and decision points, and discuss the history, rules, and mechanics of using child support to reimburse TANF cash assistance. We focus on families receiving TANF cash assistance and who formerly received TANF cash assistance and outline how the child support and TANF programs intersect and operate, with a focus on the cost recovery process.
Through understanding the rules and mechanics related to TANF cost recovery in the child support program, policymakers, family advocates, and other stakeholders can explore the full range of policy opportunities and pursue policy changes at the state level that direct more child support to families. (A future paper will make the case for states to increase family resources, improve child and family well-being, and promote equity by paying all child support to families.)

Below, we discuss the following key child support payment rules and mechanics:

- The state’s legal claim to child support payments, or “assignment,” for families who receive or previously received TANF cash assistance;
- The order in which child support payments are “distributed,” or allocated, to the various parties with legal claims to child support (namely custodial families) and to the state under an assignment; and
- State options for directing collected child support to families and the differences between these options.

**Receiving Child Support Is Critical to Family Well-Being**

Among custodial families with incomes below the federal poverty level, child support represents, on average, 41 percent of their income when received. The share is even larger for custodial families living below 50 percent of the federal poverty level, with child support making up 65 percent of their income when received.  

More child support payments can help families cover essentials like rent, utilities, food, school supplies, and children’s clothing. Regular child support payments can also promote financial stability by serving as a long-term stream of consistent cash income that custodial parents can rely on to meet their children’s needs. Further, research shows that receiving child support payments can promote positive outcomes for children and families, including increased parental involvement among non-custodial parents and better child developmental outcomes.

Families enter the child support program through two separate and unequal routes. One route is voluntary. Custodial parents, regardless of income, can choose to apply for child support services for a small fee in order to establish and enforce child support orders. Families entering the program this way keep child support payments collected on their behalf.

Through the other route, however, custodial families who receive TANF cash assistance are required to participate in the child support program as a condition of receiving cash assistance, regardless of whether they want child support services. This participation requirement is called “cooperation.” Failure to cooperate with the child support program results in at least a 25 percent reduction in the amount of cash assistance provided to the family. In fact, some states do not provide any cash assistance at all to families if they fail to cooperate.

Custodial families participating in TANF often do not receive any of the material or social benefits from child support payments. Instead, they are forced to relinquish their legal rights to child support income, which, if they received it, could help lessen their financial precarity. As a condition of receiving cash assistance, they are required to transfer their rights to child support payments to the state through a legal mechanism called an “assignment.” The child support collected on their
behalf is then kept by the state and split with the federal government as repayment for TANF cash payments made to a family. This policy is known as “cost recovery.” Cost recovery policies predate the child support program and are based on the idea that non-custodial parents should repay the state for public assistance their children receive.

In practice, this means that when a non-custodial parent pays child support for a child receiving TANF cash assistance, the money may be claimed by the state and treated as government revenues instead of being given to the custodial family. Even when a family no longer receives TANF cash assistance, the state may continue to keep some child support payments owed during the time the family received TANF benefits, typically when support is collected through a non-custodial parent’s federal tax refund. Child support payment distribution rules are explained in more detail in the following sections.

Cost recovery policies deprive struggling families of a vital source of income to make ends meet. These policies impact custodial families participating in TANF — households that are generally headed by women with low incomes, and, to a disproportionate extent, women of color. The unfairness of these policies can land particularly hard on Black women, who have worked hard to provide for themselves and their families — despite long-standing structural racism and sexism in the labor market that have severely limited their employment prospects and depressed their wages.

**Cost Recovery Policies Predate the Child Support Program**

Congress established the federal child support program in 1975 under title IV-D of the Social Security Act to expand and improve child support enforcement laws and processes then available in states and to create the federal Office of Child Support Enforcement. Title IV-D had two legislative purposes: to recover the costs of cash assistance under the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program — TANF’s predecessor — and to avoid the need for cash assistance by increasing custodial families’ child support income.

The child support program established through title IV-D has a complicated history. Women’s rights and anti-poverty advocates championed its creation. It was largely a response to rising divorce rates among white middle-class families, large income disparities between divorced men and women, and high poverty rates among predominantly white mothers who were previously considered to be middle class and who shouldered most child-rearing responsibilities and costs following divorce. The legislative history of title IV-D also reflected concerns over the growing number of children born to unmarried parents, and the view that children have a right to know who their parents are and to establish parentage and receive child support. In a number of ways, title IV-D challenged traditional ideas about gender roles, marriage, and family structure more prominent at the time.

Yet the child support program also was established to recover cash assistance costs. The cost recovery policies incorporated into the TANF program are deeply rooted in what were named “bastardy” and “poor relief” laws, which reflected certain attitudes and assumptions about people experiencing poverty in the 19th century. One such assumption was that individuals are to blame for their circumstances and should be held personally responsible for them, rather than considering the many structural causes of poverty. Under this view, government assistance should be granted grudgingly — if at all. Most poor relief laws included definitions of who was legally entitled to public assistance. Notably, those entitled to relief usually had to be white and unable to work.
Poor relief laws treated public assistance as a loan or debt that could be collected through a legal action brought by the county against the recipient, while bastardy laws, initially criminal in nature, required the mother of a child born outside of marriage to identify the father so the court could establish paternity and order support for the maintenance and education of the child. Poor relief and criminal bastardy laws were also used to force both children and parents into indentured labor in exchange for public assistance. Some Southern states maintained these laws into the 20th century as a racialized system of social control targeting Black families that prevented them from earning wages for their labor and escaping poverty.

Initially, child support services funded under title IV-D were only available to custodial families receiving AFDC, who were required to participate in the child support program and sign over their rights to child support to the state in exchange for receiving cash assistance. In 1984, however, Congress required custodial parents to apply for child support services even if they did not receive AFDC. At the same time, federal law retained the cooperation and assignment requirements for custodial families receiving AFDC.

The policies that guide cost recovery for current and former TANF recipients today reflect policies that were enacted through the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA) — the law that created TANF — and the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (DRA), which also reauthorized and made significant changes to TANF. These laws narrowed TANF assignment policies, expanded the rules that prioritize payment of child support to families (known as “family-first distribution”), and increased state flexibility to direct more child support to TANF families.

More than 60 percent of all custodial parents in the U.S. now participate in the child support program. About half of custodial parents participating in the program currently receive or previously received TANF cash assistance, while half never received cash assistance. Although federal child support services are available to all regardless of income, custodial parents with limited incomes are more likely to participate than custodial parents with higher incomes. Most custodial parents participating in the child support program have family incomes at or below the federal poverty threshold.

Parents who hire private attorneys to represent them in a divorce proceeding or otherwise obtain child support orders are not part of the federal child support program unless they later apply for program services to enforce their orders. Non-custodial parents also may apply for child support services, for example, to legally establish their parentage or to adjust their support order.

Establishing, Enforcing, and Collecting on Child Support Orders

The legal obligation of non-custodial parents to pay child support is created through the establishment of a child support order. Depending on the state, a court or administrative agency sets a monthly support obligation amount as part of a child support order calculated according to state child support guidelines. State guidelines require order amounts to be based on parental earnings, income, and other evidence of ability to pay.

In all but a handful of states, child support orders account for the income of both parents. The amount of support payable every month is called “current support.” If a non-custodial parent falls behind in payments, the past due amount accrues as debt, often called “arrears.” Arrears may be
owed to a family or the state depending upon whether the support was due during the TANF assistance period. More than 80 percent of program arrears are owed to families, while less than 20 percent are assigned and owed to states.\textsuperscript{25}

Arrears owed to the state under an assignment are often referred to as “state debt.” In half of states, child support arrears, whether owed to the family or state, accrue government-imposed interest.\textsuperscript{26} The state debt includes any added interest, fees, and costs.\textsuperscript{27} States have full authority under federal law to reduce, forgive, or write off state debt, without owing a federal share, and most states have state debt-reduction programs or procedures.\textsuperscript{28} However, only custodial parents can forgive arrears (including interest) owed to them.

Almost all income sources, as well as assets, are legally subject to child support enforcement, including wages, federal and state income tax refunds, unemployment insurance, worker’s compensation, Social Security benefits under title II of the Social Security Act, insurance settlements, and funds held in a bank account.\textsuperscript{29} Most child support payments are collected on time through automatic payroll and other income withholding — a process similar to withholding income taxes.\textsuperscript{30} Payroll withholding is required for all non-custodial parents who owe child support, whether or not the parent is behind on payments.\textsuperscript{31}

When non-custodial parents fall behind on their payments, the child support agency can collect arrears through a variety of enforcement mechanisms, including garnishments, deducting or “offsetting” federal and state income tax refunds, bank account liens, credit bureau reporting, driver’s license suspension, and incarceration.\textsuperscript{32} Child support payments are initially sent to a state payment processing center (sometimes called a state disbursement unit) for accounting and disbursement.\textsuperscript{33}

States retain and allocate collections assigned by families participating in TANF based on state distribution and pass-through policies. In 2022, states and the federal government kept two-thirds of assigned collections made on behalf of children receiving TANF assistance to reimburse cash assistance costs, while the remaining third was paid to custodial families during the assistance period.

Amounts retained as assistance reimbursement are shared with the federal government according to a state’s Federal Medical Assistance Percentage (FMAP). FMAP rates are used to determine the amount of federal matching funds for state expenditures for Medicaid and certain other programs. They are calculated by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services each year by comparing each state’s per capita income relative to U.S. per capita income. States with lower per capita incomes have higher FMAP rates, meaning the federal government contributes a higher share of matching funds for state Medicaid expenditures.\textsuperscript{34} As a result, states with higher FMAPs must send back a larger share of child support collections to the federal treasury to reimburse the federal share of cash assistance costs.\textsuperscript{35}

**Understanding Child Support Assignments**

Child support assignment and distribution policies address two questions. “Assignment” policies answer the question: “Does the state have a legal claim to the child support payment?” When the rights to support payments are assigned to the state, “distribution” policies answer the question: “Is the state’s or family’s claim to the payment paid first?”\textsuperscript{36}
The TANF assignment requirement establishes the state’s legal claim to child support payments to reimburse the government for cash assistance payments made to the family.\textsuperscript{37} In order to receive TANF cash assistance, custodial families must participate in the child support program and “assign,” or sign over to the state their rights to child support payments owed during the period they receive cash benefits from TANF.\textsuperscript{38}

Without an assignment, the state does not have the right to keep child support payments. Support payments that become due before or after a family receives TANF are not assigned, and instead are owed to the family. However, support payments that become due during the assistance period are permanently assigned and remain owed to the state even after the family leaves TANF.

Before the DRA was enacted in 2006, families receiving TANF were required to assign the rights to support owed to them before an assistance period, as well as during the assistance period. This policy was called “pre-assistance” assignment.\textsuperscript{39} This broad assignment requirement meant that states could keep considerably more support to reimburse assistance, while families ended up with less support.\textsuperscript{40}

However, the DRA narrowed the scope of assignment to support owed during the assistance period and eliminated pre-assistance assignment. But the change in the law was prospective — it applies only to assignments entered into by October 1, 2009.\textsuperscript{41} This means that the old pre-assistance assignments that families entered into before the implementation date are still legally valid. The DRA addresses this by giving states two options: one option allows states to cancel pre-assistance assignments entered into before that date. The other option allows states to cancel all assignments of any type entered into before October 1, 1997 (before PRWORA distribution rules were enacted).\textsuperscript{42} When a state cancels old assignments, the state's claims to the assigned child support payments are extinguished, and no federal share is owed.\textsuperscript{43}

States may only keep the amount of support payments due under the child support order and assigned to the state. In addition, a state may only retain assigned support to reimburse TANF cash assistance — that is, assistance “paid to the family” in the form of “money payments in cash, checks, or warrants immediately redeemable at par.”\textsuperscript{44} For example, the state may not keep child support to repay child care vouchers even when it is considered assistance from the state.

States keep a tab of the amount of cash assistance paid to a family, called the “Unreimbursed Assistance” (URA) balance, which establishes the maximum amount of reimbursement a state may seek. The URA balance accounts for all cash payments made to a family, but the state may only collect reimbursement for months in which a child support order is in place. Child support payments kept by the state reduces the URA balance dollar for dollar. The URA balance includes the cumulative amount of cash assistance paid during all assistance periods.\textsuperscript{45}

In addition, states may not keep child support as reimbursement for TANF payments received before a child support order is in place or keep more than the amount due under the child support order. This is because the state only has a legal right to the amount of child support that has been assigned to it. The assignment law does not impose a general obligation on non-custodial parents to repay the entire amount of assistance paid to the custodial families. For example, if a custodial family receives $400 in cash assistance per month for ten months, the beginning URA balance is $4,000. However, if the child support order is not established until the fifth month and the non-custodial parent is ordered to pay $200 per month, the state may only keep the assigned child support amount
of $1,000 (five months at $200 per month). In other words, the state’s right to keep child support payments is limited to the lesser of the URA balance or the cumulative support obligation.\textsuperscript{46}

**Understanding Child Support Distribution Policies**

Child support “distribution” rules govern how state child support programs allocate child support collections between families and the state when a family is receiving or has received TANF cash assistance.\textsuperscript{47} Distribution rules prioritize state or family claims to payment and establish the order in which multiple claims are paid.\textsuperscript{48} Because support collections usually are not large enough to pay off both state and family arrears, the order of distribution dictates which claim to the support is paid first. When assigned support is not paid on time and becomes overdue during the assistance period, the accrued arrears are owed to the state and treated as state debt. When arrears have accrued before or after the assistance period, they are owed to families.

Congress has twice narrowed TANF cost recovery policies and expanded the rules that prioritize payment of child support to families, known as “family-first” distribution — through PRWORA and the DRA. Under current law, states may elect either “PRWORA distribution” or “DRA distribution” in their IV-D state plans.\textsuperscript{49} (See Figure 1.) DRA distribution maximizes family-first allocation of payments and provides states with more options to pay child support to families.

PRWORA established two general rules for distributing child support payments: 1) collected support is allocated to pay current monthly support before arrears, regardless of the family’s TANF status; and 2) arrears that have been assigned to the state are paid first while families receive TANF, but arrears owed to the family are paid first once families stop receiving assistance.\textsuperscript{50} These rules mean that when a family is receiving TANF, the state may keep assigned monthly support and arrears payments until the state is paid off. After a family leaves TANF, however, the rule is flipped. The family receives monthly child support payments and any arrears owed to them before the state debt is paid.

Under the general distribution rules adopted in PRWORA, the payment order in child support cases for families who formerly received TANF is sometimes referred to as family-first distribution. This is because when a family no longer receives TANF, monthly support and family arrears are paid before state debt. In other words, families are first in line for payment every time a state makes a collection when the family is no longer receiving TANF. The state debt amount does not change, but paying it off is given less priority than payments owed to families. States do not owe the federal government a share of any support distributed to families, because it is not assigned to the state.

However, PRWORA created a special rule for support collected through a federal tax offset. The IRS collects child support arrears certified by a state by offsetting child support payments owed to them from federal tax refunds and refundable credits, including the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). Under this special distribution rule known as the “federal tax offset exception,” states distribute federal tax offset collections to: (1) arrears, not current support, and (2) state-assigned arrears before family arrears, even when a family no longer receives TANF.\textsuperscript{51}

In other words, under the special rule, a payment collected through a federal tax offset is applied to arrears only, and none of the payment is distributed to current support. A payment collected through a federal tax offset is the only type of payment that is not distributed to current support (the special rule applies only to federal tax offsets and does not apply to state tax offsets). The historical
The reason for the tax offset exception is that Congress sought to blunt the fiscal impact on states when it adopted family-first distribution rules in 1996.

The DRA gives states the option to eliminate the special distribution rule for federal tax offsets.\textsuperscript{52} DRA distribution means that the state applies family-first distribution to federal tax offset collections in the same way that it distributes every other type of collection: the state allocates child support collected through a federal tax offset first to current support in all cases, whether it’s for a family currently or formerly receiving TANF. So far, eight states and Puerto Rico have adopted DRA distribution while the remaining states and Washington D.C. have PRWORA distribution.\textsuperscript{53}

When a state distributes a federal tax offset collection to a family currently receiving TANF using DRA distribution rules, the current support is distributed first. However, since current support is assigned, it is kept by the state. For families who no longer receive TANF, current support is not assigned but instead is paid to the families. In the case of support distributed to former TANF families, the state does not owe a federal share because the support is not assigned.

After distributing current support to families, the state follows the general distribution rule for paying arrears. In a case involving a family currently receiving TANF, the state distributes the remaining offset collection first to arrears assigned to the state, then to family arrears. In a former assistance case, the state applies family-first distribution to allocate the remaining collection first to family arrears, then to state debt.

Even states that elect DRA distribution keep some collections that apply to arrears assigned during the assistance period unless the state passes them through to families. Under DRA distribution, family arrears are paid first, but once family arrears are paid off, state debt is next in line for payment, regardless of the collection source. However, states that elect PRWORA distribution rules keep more collections because state-assigned arrears have payment priority whenever a state collects through a federal tax offset.

Due to the order in which collected child support is distributed, most of the child support paid on behalf of families currently receiving TANF cash assistance is retained by the state.\textsuperscript{54} On the other hand, most of the support collected for families who previously received TANF is distributed to those families. In 2022, 91 percent of the collections made on behalf of families who no longer receive assistance were paid to the families.\textsuperscript{55} The remaining 9 percent retained by states was primarily collected through federal tax offsets.

But because there are more than five times as many former assistance cases as there are current assistance cases (including TANF and IV-E foster care cases), almost two-thirds of total child support payments retained to reimburse assistance are collected in former assistance cases.
How Do Child Support Distribution Policies Work?

Understanding the two options states have to distribute child support collected from tax offsets to current and former TANF families

**PRWORA Distribution**

- Non-custodial parent is eligible for an IRS tax refund

  - Does non-custodial parent owe child support arrears?
    - yes: IRS deducts arrearage from tax refund
    - no: Non-custodial parent receives tax refund

  - State applies deducted amount in the following order (this applies for both current and former TANF families):*
    1. State-owned arrears
    2. Family-owned arrears

**DRA Distribution**

- Non-custodial parent is eligible for an IRS tax refund

  - Does non-custodial parent owe child support arrears?
    - yes: IRS deducts arrearage from tax refund
    - no: Non-custodial parent receives tax refund

  - Is custodial family a current or former TANF family?
    - current: State applies deducted amount in the following order:
      1. Current support to family
      2. Family-owned arrears
      3. State-owned arrears
    - former: State applies deducted amount in the following order:**
      1. Current support to state
      2. State-owned arrears
      3. Family-owned arrears

*Under PRWORA distribution, a current TANF family could receive assigned child support collected from a federal tax offset if a state has adopted a policy to pass through child support arrears.

**Under DRA distribution, a current TANF family could receive child support if a state has adopted a policy to pass through some amount of current support, which is the most typical state pass-through policy.

Source: CBPP analysis
Passing Through Support for Families

More than half of states have elected to pay families some of the child support payments that have been assigned to the state instead of keeping them as state revenues. This is called a “pass-through” policy. All child support that is “passed through” to families, whether they are currently receiving or formerly received TANF assistance, is assigned to the state. However, some states have elected to pay assigned support payments to the families rather than keep them as state revenues, i.e., the state has passed through these assigned payments to families. Implementation of a pass-through policy allows current and former TANF families to receive more support and to have a clearer sense of the financial contributions made by non-custodial parents. (See Figure 2.)

Generally, states also implement a separate policy to “disregard” any support passed through to a family receiving TANF when determining their TANF eligibility and benefit amount. Implementing a disregard policy ensures that receiving child support won’t impact families’ TANF eligibility or decrease the amount of cash benefits they receive each month. For families to benefit financially from the child support collected under an assignment, the state must both pass through the support and disregard it so cash benefits aren’t reduced dollar-for-dollar.

Under the DRA, states may pass through any amount of assigned support in current or former TANF cases. The DRA also includes a full waiver of the federal share of support passed through to families who formerly received TANF. This means the state does not owe the federal government a share of support passed through in former assistance cases. But it only includes a partial waiver of the federal share in the cases of families who currently receive TANF. By law, the federal share is waived up to $100 for one child and $200 for two or more children passed through in a month to families currently receiving TANF — but only if the amount also is disregarded in determining their TANF eligibility and benefit amounts.

There is a difference between “distributing” and “passing through” support to families. Family distribution means prioritizing payment of support that is legally owed to families — paying family claims before state claims to support. Passing through support, on the other hand, means paying support to families that is assigned to the state. This happens when the state has decided as a matter of policy to redirect the assigned support to families and relinquish the revenues.

Assigned support payments, whether kept by the state or passed through by the state to families, reduce the URA balance. In other words, the reduction occurs when support is passed through to a family currently or previously receiving TANF, just as it would be if the state keeps the money. States also may count the state share of support passed through and disregarded for families currently receiving assistance toward their TANF maintenance of effort (MOE) obligation, since the state is using state funds to increase cash payments to families.

Before PRWORA was enacted, states were required to pass through the first $50 of monthly current support to families receiving assistance and to disregard that amount in determining their AFDC eligibility and benefit amounts. PRWORA eliminated the $50 mandatory pass through and disregard required in AFDC. Instead, the federal law gave each state the flexibility to pass through and disregard any amount of child support to families while they received cash assistance under TANF. However, PRWORA required states to pay a federal share of support regardless of their pass-through policy. The DRA enacted a limited waiver of the federal share, up to $100 for one child and $200 for two or more children.
Regardless of a state’s policy decision, however, the state was required to pay a federal share on the entire amount of collected support assigned to the state. Consequently, half of states stopped passing through support to families receiving TANF. Currently, 22 states do not pass through any amount of support. PRWORA also allowed states with AFDC fill-the-gap budgeting to maintain this form of budgeting in their TANF programs. (Fill-the-gap budgeting means that certain kinds of income do not count against a family’s TANF benefit until their income reaches a certain level. This is described more in the endnote.) Five states use fill-the-gap budgeting, which results in a significant share of child support being distributed to families receiving TANF.30

When a state elects the DRA option, the only way to increase child support payments to families currently receiving TANF is to pass through assigned support. That’s because for families receiving TANF, the state has the legal right to their current support and arrears under the assignment, and the payments are distributed to the state. As a result, the DRA’s family-first distribution alone does not increase child support payments to families receiving TANF; it must be paired with a pass-through policy. However, DRA ordering rules require that federal tax offset collections, like other payments, be distributed first to current support before distributing them to arrears, increasing the amount attributed to current support.

By adopting a pass-through of current support assigned to the state in combination with DRA distribution, states can pass through that portion of a tax offset collection distributed as current support, substantially increasing the amount of support available to families while receiving TANF. (Similarly, families would receive that portion of tax offset collections distributed to arrears when states pass through arrears owed to the state to families.)

Most collected child support is distributed to families who previously received TANF because they have payment priority under PRWORA family-first distribution rules. That is, they receive both current support and arrears owed to the family before any state debt is paid. However, the DRA provides states with two options for directing the remaining support to former TANF families that would otherwise be applied to state debt. First, states have the option to elect DRA distribution — that is, to apply family-first distribution to federal tax offset collections, so that the offsets are applied to current support and arrears owed to the family before state debt.

Second, states may pass through any amount of assigned support to families who currently receive or formerly received TANF. Just as states may adopt a pass-through policy for current TANF families, they also may adopt a pass-through policy for former TANF families in combination with or as an alternative to DRA family-first distribution of federal tax offset collections. Although the support is assigned and therefore belongs to the state, the state may decide as a matter of policy to redirect the assigned support to families.

By combining DRA options, states can pay all support payments to families. States can accomplish this through two alternative strategies. First, they may elect DRA distribution to prioritize family distribution of federal tax offset collections, and then pass through remaining assigned collections, so that all collections are paid to families. Alternatively, states may keep PRWORA distribution rules but still pass through any or all assigned support, including tax offset collections, to families. Both strategies can result in all collections going to current and former TANF families.
Child Support Caseloads and Collection Trends

More than half of child support cases involve families who applied for child support services on their own and are not subject to the TANF assignment requirement. In 2022, 53 percent of total child support cases involved families who never received cash assistance through the TANF or IV-E funded foster care programs, while 39 percent previously received assistance, and 8 percent involved families currently receiving assistance.
The child support program collected more than $27 billion in 2022. Most of these dollars were collected for families who never participated in TANF. States collected $8.2 billion for families with current and former assistance cases — those potentially subject to cost recovery: $616 million in current assistance cases and nearly $7.6 billion in former assistance cases. Of the $8.2 billion in combined collections made in current and former assistance cases, states kept $1.1 billion as assistance reimbursement. That’s 4 percent of total program collections, but 13 percent of combined collections made in current and former assistance cases. States kept two-thirds (66 percent) of the support collected in current assistance cases to reimburse cash assistance. By comparison, states kept 9 percent of the support collected in former assistance cases as assistance reimbursement.
However, since there are significantly more former assistance cases than current assistance cases, most of the cost recovery dollars kept by the child support program are collected in former assistance cases. Of the total $1.1 billion kept as assistance reimbursement, $667 million (62 percent) were collected in former assistance cases, while $404 million (38 percent) were collected in current assistance cases.64 The amount of assistance reimbursement has declined over the past two decades, primarily due to falling TANF caseloads. Expanded family distribution policies also have reduced the amount of reimbursement kept by states.

Child support payments kept to reimburse assistance are split between federal and state governments. Of the $1.1 billion, states kept $400 million (37 percent) and the federal government received $670 million (63 percent).65 Cost recovery dollars are treated as government revenues that may be spent for any public purpose. Some states use child support funds to help pay for their TANF or child support programs, while others use the funds as general revenues. The federal share of support is sent to the federal treasury and treated as general revenues.

Although these are relatively small (and diminishing) amounts of funding for states and the federal government, the same isn’t true for families — receiving their child support payments (and having those payments disregarded from their TANF benefit calculation) would provide them with a valuable income source to afford basic necessities. While states spend a total of $19 billion on their TANF programs, only about $7 billion or 23 percent of total TANF spending goes to cash assistance paid directly to families.66 An additional $1 billion would be a significant amount of money in families’ pockets. Instead of sending most of the child support payments to the federal government, states have options to give them to the families they are intended for.
### Appendix Table I

**Glossary of Key Terms for Child Support Assignment and Distribution**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrears or Arrearage</td>
<td>Past-due, unpaid child support owed by the non-custodial parent, also known as child support debt. Arrears may be owed to the family or the state. Assigned arrears owed to the state is often called state debt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Transferring legal rights to another party. In the child support context, it refers to transferring rights to child support to a state or tribe as a condition of receiving cash assistance. Assignment establishes a state’s legal claim to child support payments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistance paid to the family</td>
<td>Assistance under the state program, funded under part A of the Social Security Act, is provided in the form of money payments. States may only retain child support payments in current and former TANF cases to reimburse assistance that is “paid to the family,” that is, cash or cash-like assistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current assistance case</td>
<td>The child support case of a family or child receiving (1) assistance under the state program funded under part A; and (2) foster care maintenance payments under the state plan approved under part E of the Social Security Act. A state may retain assigned child support according to IV-D distribution rules but may not retain support to reimburse other forms of public assistance. (However, assigned medical support specifically designated in a child support order may be retained to reimburse Medicaid.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child support guidelines</td>
<td>A standard formula adopted in each state for setting child support obligations based on parental earnings, income, and other evidence of ability to pay. State guidelines include a set of policies and numeric scale. Almost all states consider the incomes of both parents in setting support orders. Child support guidelines may be established by the state legislature, court, administrative agency, or independent commission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child support order</td>
<td>A written order established by a legal process setting: (1) the amount of financial support that is to be provided by a parent for the support of children; and (2) the responsibility to provide for child health care coverage (such as private insurance, Medicaid, or CHIP).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current support</td>
<td>The amount of support due every month under the child support order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custodial parent or party</td>
<td>The parent or caregiver who a child lives with most of the time, who is primarily responsible for a child’s day-to-day supervision and care, and who is eligible for child support because the parent lives elsewhere. In a child support context, a custodial parent is sometimes referred to as an obligee, resident parent, parent who receives child support payments, or receiving parent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child support or IV-D agency</td>
<td>The state, local, or tribal agency designated to administer federal funds under the IV-D of the Social Security Act to locate non-custodial parents; establish paternity; establish, enforce, and modify child support and medical support orders; and collect and distribute child support money. In some states, the IV-D agency also administers federal Access and Visitation funds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child support pass through</td>
<td>State payment of part or all of an assigned child support collection to a family with a current or former assistance case, instead of keeping the funds to reimburse the state and federal government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disregard</td>
<td>A TANF policy under which some or all passed-through child support is excluded from income in determining eligibility and calculating benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disbursement</td>
<td>The process a state uses to receive and send out collected child support payments to custodial parents or a state. A state payment processing center or centralized disbursement unit tracks payments and disburses child support funds (typically to a debit card).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>The allocation of child support payments under a set of ordering rules that determine how child support payments are divided among multiple families and between families and the state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRA distribution</td>
<td>The Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 eliminated the federal tax offset exception to family-first distribution rules. DRA distribution means that federal tax offsets are distributed like any other collection — first to current support in every case, then to arrears. In former assistance cases, payment of family arrears is prioritized over state debt. States must elect either DRA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Glossary of Key Terms for Child Support Assignment and Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>distribution or PRWORA distribution in their IV-D state plans.</td>
<td>A term applied to payment ordering rules for collections in former TANF assistance cases established under PRWORA. Family-first distribution rules prioritize family claims before state claims to a payment, specifically by distributing support first to current support paid to families and then to arrears owed to families before paying state debt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal tax offset</td>
<td>A method of collecting child support whereby the IRS deducts or offsets child support arrears from federal tax refunds owed to non-custodial parents, including the Earned Income Tax Credit. Sometimes, an offset is called an “intercept.” Federal tax offsets are prioritized over other non-tax debts under the Internal Revenue Code and are treated as an exception to family-first distribution rules. A significant portion of arrears are collected through federal tax offsets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former assistance case</td>
<td>The child support case of a family or child who sometime in the past received (1) assistance under the state program funded under Part A; and (2) foster care maintenance payments under the state plan approved under part E of the Social Security Act.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income withholding, wage withholding, or payroll withholding</td>
<td>Recurring child support deductions from wages or other regular income payments. Income withholding is the primary way child support is collected. Income withholding is different from garnishment. “Income withholding” applies automatically, like payroll tax deductions, and is required by 42 U.S.C. §666(b). “Garnishment” is a state legal remedy to withhold arrears from income.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never assistance case</td>
<td>The child support case of a family who has not received cash assistance or assigned support to reimburse assistance under the state program funded under part A or foster care maintenance payments under part E of the Social Security Act. Unless a family has a current or former assistance case, child support must be distributed to the family and may not be retained by a state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-custodial parent</td>
<td>A parent who lives apart from their children or does not have primary physical custody of them. A non-custodial parent is legally required to pay a monthly payment of child support to the custodial parent under a child</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Glossary of Key Terms for Child Support Assignment and Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support order.</td>
<td>In the child support context, a non-custodial parent is sometimes referred to as an obligor, non-resident parent, parent who pays child support, or paying parent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass-through</td>
<td>An assigned support collection (either current support or arrears) in a current or former assistance case that a state elects to pay to the family rather than retain to reimburse assistance. Assigned support passed through to the family reduces the unreimbursed assistance balance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRWORA distribution</td>
<td>The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act created a federal tax offset exception to family-first distribution rules. Under the exception, collections made through a federal tax offset are only distributed to arrears and not distributed to current support. In addition, payment of state debt with federal tax offset collections has priority in both current and former TANF assistance cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retained collections</td>
<td>Assigned support payments held back by states to reimburse cash assistance paid to families through the TANF or IV-E-funded foster care program pursuant to state distribution and pass-through policies authorized by 42 U.S.C. § 657.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreimbursed assistance (URA)</td>
<td>The cumulative amount of cash assistance paid to a family for all months that has not been repaid by assigned support collections. The amount of cash assistance paid to a family that a state may recover through the IV-D program is limited by the assigned support obligation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

1 Vicki Turetsky is an independent consultant and former Commissioner of the Office of Child Support Services (OCSS) during the Obama Administration.

2 In order to receive child support, a child must have a parent who lives in a separate household. A “custodial parent” lives with the child most of the time and typically has the primary responsibility for the daily care. The “non-custodial parent” lives apart from the child and is responsible for paying child support to the custodial parent to help pay for the cost of raising the child. Custodial and non-custodial parents often share legal and/or physical custody and caregiving responsibilities, and some states have replaced these terms with “paying parent” and “receiving parent” or similar terms.
Child support orders are based on the income of both parents in most states, and financial support is considered a shared responsibility. Both custodial and non-custodial parents are eligible for child support services. 42 U.S.C. § 654(4).


4 In addition to the cost recovery process, there are other aspects of the child support program that impact TANF recipients’ experiences. These include the TANF requirement for them to participate in and cooperate with the child program, which is both a mechanism to facilitate TANF cost recovery and a policy to require TANF recipients to maximize their personal income (similar to work participation requirements). In addition, there are several policies that influence a non-custodial parent’s experience with the child support program, which can directly impact regularity of child support payments, employment, and family relationships, including unrealistically high support orders, the accumulation of unmanageable child support debt, and debt-driven enforcement mechanisms, particularly incarceration and driver’s license suspension. See Vicki Turetsky, “An Evidence-Based Approach to Child Support” toolkit, Ascend at the Aspen Institute and Good+Foundation, February 2023, https://ascend.aspeninstitute.org/an-evidence-based-approach-to-child-support/.


12 This brief focuses on TANF cost recovery. However, separate cost recovery policies also apply to Medicaid and IV-E-funded foster care maintenance payments. Federal law requires child support cooperation by custodial parents receiving TANF, IV-E-funded foster care maintenance payments, and Medicaid, and allows states to require cooperation by custodial parents receiving SNAP. 42 U.S.C. §§ 608(a)(2); 654(29); 671(a)(2) C.F.R. § 433.147; 42 U.S.C. § 671(a)(17); Children’s Bureau,” Child Welfare Policy Manual,” 8.4C; OCSE-IM-14-01, 42 C.F.R. § 433.147. Child support paid on behalf of children receiving IV-E-funded foster care maintenance payments is subject to assignment in “appropriate” cases. 42 U.S.C. § 671(a)(17). However, child support assignment to reimburse Medicaid costs is limited to medical support payments designated in a support order and does not apply to regular child support payments. 42 C.F.R. § 433.145; 45 C.F.R. §§ 302.50(e); 303.31.


14 Until Congress established the national child support program under title IV-D, child support was considered a private family law matter, except for cost recovery legal actions pursued by the county attorney against the non-custodial parents of children receiving AFDC. Generally, child support was resolved as part of a divorce proceeding. At that time, most states did not have child support guidelines for establishing orders that were consistent across cases, were predictably based on the ability of a non-custodial father to pay the obligation amount, and provided for ongoing payment obligations. Non-custodial fathers of children receiving AFDC often received higher obligation amounts than better-off non-custodial fathers, who were sometimes ordered to repay AFDC benefits in full. Moderate- and high-income non-custodial fathers sometimes offered a one-time lump sum financial settlement in lieu of monthly child support payments required through the child’s minority. Once a support obligation was established, the financial burden to pursue enforcement proceedings fell to the custodial parent, while effective enforcement mechanisms were lacking. For children born to unmarried parents, the procedures for establishing a legal father were a cumbersome and costly first step in obtaining a child support order, with some states requiring jury trials to establish paternity. See Irwin Garfinkel, Daniel R. Meyer, and Sara S. McLanahan, “A Brief History of Child Support Policies in the United States,” 14-30 in Irwin Garfinkel, Sara S. McLanahan, Daniel R. Meyer, and Judith A. Seltzer, eds., Fathers Under Fire: The Revolution in Child Support Enforcement, New York, NY: Russell Sage Foundation, 1998.


18 Under common law, fathers had the duty to support their children, although private child support payment laws did not come into general effect until the late nineteenth century. Third-party creditors, including counties, providing “necessaries” to children and their mothers could sue fathers for reimbursement. In the 19th century, counties established poor houses and county work farms as a form of poor relief. Indigent adults and children born to unmarried parents who were committed to the county’s custody could be “bound out” for their labor. For a discussion of the racialized application of bastardy laws, see Kaaryn Gustafson, “On the History and Impact of Bastardy Laws” (podcast), Irvine School of Law, University of California, https://www.law.uci.edu/podcast/episode4.html.


20 Custodial parents are not required to participate in the child support program once they stop receiving TANF assistance. However, they may continue receiving services without filing an application or paying fees. Even if they decide to terminate child support services, the support owed during the assistance period remains permanently assigned to the state, and an “arrears-only” case remains open until the state has collected assigned arrears, writes off the assigned debt, or closes the case under limited closure rules. 42 U.S.C. §§ 654(6)(B); 45 C.F.R. § 302.33(a); 303.11.


22 According to 2018 CPS-CSS data, 61 percent of children in custodial families receiving child support services have incomes below 200 percent of the federal poverty level, compared to 23 percent of children in custodial families receiving child support services with incomes at or above 300 percent of the poverty level. Among children in custodial families who are eligible for child support services but are not receiving them, 49 percent have incomes below 200 percent of poverty, compared to 35 percent with incomes at or above 300 percent of the poverty level. Sorensen, 2021, op. cit.

23 45 C.F.R. §§ 303.8; 302.33(a)(6).


27 42 U.S.C. § 654(6); 45 C.F.R. § 302.33 (e), (d), and (c).

28 Because states do not owe a federal share on assigned support until it is collected, they do not incur a financial obligation to the federal government if they write off uncollected state debt. Office of Child Support Enforcement,


30 42 U.S.C. § 666(a)(1) and (b).

31 42 U.S.C. § 666(b).

32 42 U.S.C. §§ 654; 666(a).

33 42 U.S.C. § 654B.

34 42 U.S.C. §657(c). Like Medicaid, AFDC was funded through federal matching funds based on the state’s FMAP rate. Even though TANF is funded through a federal block grant, rather than matching funds based on the FMAP, the child support program continues to use the FMAP to calculate the federal share of assigned child support.

35 Normally, states overall keep 44 percent and the federal government receives 56 percent of collections retained as assistance reimbursement, although each state’s FMAP varies. However, in federal fiscal year 2022, states overall kept 37 percent and the federal government received 63 percent of assistance reimbursement. Office of Child Support Enforcement, “Preliminary Data Report FY 2022,” Tables P-1, P-14, and P-15. This is because Congress temporarily increased the FMAP in response to the COVID-19 pandemic as part of the Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA), P.L. No. 116-127 (signed into law on March 31, 2020), as amended by the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act), P.L. 116-136 (signed into law on March 27, 2020). Enhanced rates apply to the federal share of retained support collected between 2020 and 2023, meaning that states are required to send back a higher percentage of retained collections to the federal government during this period. An enhanced FMAP was in effect in 2020, 2021, and 2022, with the rate gradually decreasing during 2023 and ending on Jan. 1, 2024 (so that a higher FMAP will apply the first quarter of federal fiscal year 2024 and the regular rate will apply for the remaining three quarters). In 2022, 31 states, including the District of Columbia, had rates at or above 70 percent because the FFCRA enhanced rates were in effect. In federal fiscal year 2024, states with a regular FMAP at or above 70 percent include Alabama, Arkansas, District of Columbia, Kentucky, Mississippi, New Mexico, and West Virginia. Additional states will have an adjusted FMAP at or above 70 percent in 2024 because the first quarter of 2024 will be calculated at a higher rate. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, “Federal Financial Participation in State Assistance Expenditures; Federal Matching Shares for Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance Program, and Aid to Needy Aged, Blind, or Disabled Persons for October 1, 2023 Through September 30, 2024,” 87 FR 74429, December 5, 2022, https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/12/05/2022-26390/federal-financial-participation-in-state-assistance-expenditures-federal-matching-shares-for; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, “Federal Financial Participation in State Assistance Expenditures; Federal Matching Shares for Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance Program, and Aid to Needy Aged, Blind, or Disabled Persons for October 1, 2021 Through September 30, 2022,” 85 FR 76586, November 30, 2020, https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/11/30/2020-26387/federal-financial-participation-in-state-assistance-expenditures-federal-matching-shares-for; OCSS, Frequently Asked Questions For Child Support Programs (as of Feb. 10, 2021), https://www.acf.hhs.gov/css/covid-19-faq-child-support-programs.

During-assistance assignments are considered “permanent,” that is, state claims to support owed during the assistance period remain in effect after families leave TANF. Before PRWORA, pre-assistance assignments were also permanent. PRWORA limited the legal effect of pre-assistance assignments, making them “temporary” during the assistance period and “conditional” after the assistance period. As long as families were receiving TANF, states could keep support collections owed both before and during the assistance period. However, once families left TANF, the right to keep support owed before the assistance period reverted to the families, with one condition. The condition was that states could claim pre-assistance support collected through federal tax offsets. The DRA prospectively eliminated pre-assistance assignments altogether, eliminating “temporary” and “conditional” assignments. This means that under existing law, states may only claim support owed during the assistance period except in those older cases with pre-assistance assignments entered into before the DRA was enacted. For example, although this situation is not typical, if a family stopped receiving TANF but later reapplied for assistance, the support owed between the two assistance periods was treated as pre-assistance support and was covered by the new “pre-assistance” assignment. Even if the family had been receiving child support during the interim, the right to the support temporarily reverted to the state during the second assistance period and remained “conditionally” assigned, so that even after the second assistance period ended, a state could retain support collected through a federal tax offset.


For example, a non-custodial parent might owe $5,000 in arrears at the time the custodial parent applies for TANF. Before the DRA, the custodial parent was required to assign all rights to support, including the $5,000 in arrears owed before the assistance period (called “pre-assistance assignment”) and the $2,000 in additional support owed during the assistance period (called “during-assistance assignment”). If the custodial family then received $4,000 in TANF payments, the state could retain up to $4,000, including $2,000 in support due during the assistance period plus $2,000 in support owed before the assistance period. Although the non-custodial parent owed $7,000 in assigned pre-assistance and during-assistance arrears, the state can only keep up to the amount of assistance paid out, or $4,000.

The DRA also provided states with an option to implement the changed assignment rules a year early, on October 1, 2008.


48 Separate distribution issues are raised in allocating support when the non-custodial parent has more than one support order, which are not discussed in this paper.


51 The PRWORA tax offset exception originally codified in 42 U.S.C. § 657(a) was superseded by the language in the DRA, which eliminated the exception but allowed states to elect continuing PRWORA distribution rules. The only statutory reference to PRWORA distribution is 42 U.S.C. § 654(34), the state plan election provision.
Sixty-eight percent of total program collections were made on behalf of families who never received assistance, while 30 percent were made on behalf of fami-
The child support program collected $27.4 billion in fiscal year 2022. 70 percent, or $19.2 billion, were paid to families who never received assistance. (More than half of these never-assistance collections were paid to families receiving Medicaid, but not cash assistance.) The program collected $616 million on behalf of current assistance families and $7.6 billion on behalf of former assistance families. Office of Child Support Enforcement, “Preliminary Data Report FY 2022,” Tables P-1, P-4, P-6, P-7, P-8, and P-9, https://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/documents/ocse/fy_2022_preliminary_report.pdf.

In addition, nearly all collections not kept to reimburse assistance are paid to families or foster care agencies and used for the day-to-day needs of the children for whom the support was collected. In current assistance cases, 65.6 percent of collections are kept as assistance reimbursement, 17.3 percent are distributed to families or foster care agencies and used for children’s needs, 15.6 percent are passed through to families, and 1.5 percent are medical support collections. In former assistance cases, 8.8 percent are kept as assistance reimbursement, 89.2 percent are distributed to families or foster care agencies and used for children’s needs, 0.1 percent are passed through to families, and 1.9 percent are medical support collections. Most medical support collections are distributed to families, but some are kept to reimburse Medicaid costs. A negligible amount of collections in current and former IV-E foster care cases are kept as fees. Office of Child Support Enforcement, Preliminary Data Report FY 2022, Table P-1, https://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/documents/ocse/fy_2022_preliminary_report.pdf.

Fiscal years 2020 and 2021 were atypical collection years. Collections increased substantially due to IRS tax offsets of the first round of COVID-19 individual economic recovery payments included in the CARES Act. Subsequent payments were exempted from child support tax offsets by the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (ARPA), P.L. 117-2 (signed into law on March 11, 2021).

Shrivastava, op. cit.